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QUOTE OF THE WEEK

"Well, I fear nobody but

God," said MSE Symposium

speaker Mary Avara of the

Maryland State Board of Censors.
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Smilin' Eric Rasmussen

whistles far and wee. See page 4.
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Poor planning, ju_dgement help cause Union coVerrun
By JAY GOODGOLD

and
MARC DUVOISIN

Poor planning and
misjudgement on the part of the
University officials in dealing
with construction contractors
and Donald Sickler, architect of
the new Hopkins Union,
contributed to the inflated cost
of the building's contruction,
Which may exceed expectations
by as much as $800,000,
according to several members of
the Hopkins administration.
Poor judgement on the part of

the Hopkins officials involved led
to excessively high design and
construction costs, the sourcest
said.

University officials, however,
have refused I to release specific
figures concerning the building's
cost. "Go to Bill Campbell

[Director of Management]. He
has all the figures," said
Homewood Vice President
George Benton, in reference to
the Union construction budget.
However, Campbell stated, "It is
not up to me to release those
figures. Go see George Benton."

Benton did admit, though, to

'`difficulties in getting the
architect and the contractor
together." Campbell also
admitted to contracting and
construction problems, noting
that "everything which could
have gone wrong with the
building did."
Also contributing to the

building's cost were the very
expensive furnishings and
materials which Sickler
recommended. "Everything .
Sickler touched was very
expensive," said Dean of Student
Robert Fitzpatrick.

"Sickler had included in his

original design a curtain for the
Glass Pavilion. With the approval
of the Planning Committee, I cut
that out of the plans because it
was too damn expensive and, I
thought, unnecessary," said
Fitzpatrick.

"Sickler had also included

flying buttresses for the Pavilion

which were cut out also," he

revealed.
The construction of the Union

Desk, the glass partitions, and the

other renovations in the lobby of

Levering Hall were also originally
suggested by Sickler. "That work

too, was very expensive," noted

Fitzpatrick.
Delays in the building's

construction also augmented the

final cost. "The planning for the

completion was very idealistic,"

asserted Campbell.
"When I came to Hopkins in

June 1973, the official date of

completion was September 1973

and I could see that that was

impossible."
Benton concurred, noting "the

project ran a little longer than

anticipated."
He asserted, however, that the

building's cost overrun would not

constitute " a drain on the

University."
"None of the Union's funding

was from University funds. It was

funded by private companies and

Looking Through

private gifts. We had a low

interest loan of 3 per cent from

HUD which could be used only

for new construction, not

remodeling."

a Glass Union

In addition, Union officials are

considering work this winter to

relocate and partially redesign

the Union Desk.

SAC refuses to reverse previous decision
By RICHARD LORRAINE

The Student

Activities Commission (SAC)

voted not to reverse its previous

decision to exclude the Student
Council President from the
permanent membership of the
SAC Executive Committee at its

second full meeting of the

academic year yesterday.
SC Vice President Eric

Rosenson's proposal to include

the President on an already

expanded executive committee

of five was rejected by the SAC

by a vote of 13-12.
As in the previous meeting of

two weeks ago, most of the

discussion centered around this

article which deals with the

composition of the Executive

Committee.
The article, as it stands now,

would change the membership of

the committee from the SC

Tressurer, who is the chairman,

the SC President, and the

Director of Student Activities, to

a five-member group comprised

of three members elected from
the body of the SAC and the
Activities Director and SC
Treasurer. However, the article
specifically states that the SC

President could be voted onto
the Committee as a member at
large.

The SAC by-laws, which have

yet to be ratified by the SAC,

also must be ratified by the

Student Council. The proposal to

change the composition of the

SAC executuve committee would
require a change in the Student

Council constituion and
consequently a student

referendum, since the SAC is a

subcommittee of the Student

Council.
The articles' present form was

MSE Symposium

challenged by Debate Council

President Ed Brokans, who

charged that Student Council

President Andy Savitz was trying

to have it passed so th2t this

referendum would have to take

place, which would most likely

take until next fall, when Savitz

will no longer be attending

Hopkins. Brokans proposed that

the article be changed to read
"Executive Council" rather than

"Executive Committee," in order

to get around the need for a

student referendum, and that the

Executive Committee in turn be

changed to a "dummy"

organization, with no real power

in the SAC.
In response to this, Savitz

declared that if the ammendment

was passed, he would "fight the

ratification in Student Council

with all my power."
Savitz promised, however, that

if the article went through in its

present form, the referendum

would go out immediately and

become effective by the second

semester, if passed.
The ammendment was

defeated 19 to I. As one council

member pointed out, "it would

be a lot easier to straighten out

everything le gaily now, and

present it in a single

referendum."
The SAC did decide to change

its quorum requirements from
two-thirds to a majority.
The SAC will meet in two

weeks to approve the guidelines
to the by-laws and to ratify the
entire package of by-laws and

.guidelines. The issue of the

composition of *the SAC
executive committee is still not a
dead one, according to some
members and may be discussed
again at the next meeting.

Millen discusses 'Sexuality and Literature' at MSE

1;

By PATRICE GALLAGHER
Dr. Kate Millett, author of

Sexual Politics, sculptor, a-nd
co-producer and co-director of

the film Three Lives, spoke at the
Milton S. Eisenhower
Symposium on Tuesday on

"Sexuality and Literature."

Millett discussed sex as a part

of literature, but first invited the

audience to "imagine literature

without sex." She expounded on

this point for a few minutes,
pointing out that "the humor of

sex" is an important aspect of

most literature.
Sex in literature from classical

times through the Victoriam
period and into modern days was
the central theme of Millett's
lecture. "There is a pleasant old
,scholar's chestnut, that Love was
invented in the late 14th century.
This is to say that courtly love is
the first as well as the finest. Live
is not really love at all in classical
literature, it is the conviction
that passion is favorable."

The role of women in love and
marriage in a "world run by
men" was an important part of

Millett's discussion of literature.

She pointed out the discrepancies
between courtly, or romantic
love as portrayed in literature in
the Middle Ages, and reality,
"where, in fact, a man could
legally murder his wife for
adultery, beat her for
insubordination, divest her of
property."

Millen Reads

Millett, in a discussion of
literary vocabulary and sex, read
from "The Eve of St. Agnes" by
Keats and from a work by Henry
Miller to compare the two
authors' wording of an
intercourse scene.

-yocabulary
"The vocabulary itself is an

index not only to the individual's

feelings and attitudes about sex,

but to those of the society and

time." She further asserted that

the two authors in their writings

were not only portraying "sexual
activity, but also; conveying
attitudes about sex."

;Words
Millett commented on Western

society's use of sexually oriented

words to express feelings of

violence, and compared this to .

the Japanese manner of insult: •

refering to another person as a

fool, or sometimes an animal.

Millett found it an interesting

facet of our society, and an •

unfortunate one. It seems to

indicate feelings of "guilt, sin, ,

and crime" which surround sex

in our society.
!Funeral

Millett had a lengthy question

and answer period following her

talk, in which she discussed sex

as a method of cultural study,

her latest book Flying, and erotic

expression in literature.
"The erotic is finally coming

into its own," she commented.

"Hasn't it been a funeral long

enough?" .
. —

Kate Millet;

• .............................
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FOOSBALL
Sigma Phi Epsilon will sponsor

the first annual Hopkins
FOOSBALL Tournament this
Saturday, Oct. 19. Open doubles
competition on our
championship table. First prize:
Fifth of Jonnie Walker Black plus
free beer for all participants.
Deadline for entering 2 pm
Saturday. Practice begins at 11
am, tourney begins at 3 pm at
the Chapter House 2900 Wyman
Parkway. All Foosball hotshots
welcomed. For further info cal
243-9571.

TAE KWON DO
Attention all TKD members. If

you are interested in continuing
Karate, it is imperative that you
contact Dave Flowers or drop a
note with your name to Box 368
as soon as possible.

JOBS ON SHIPS' No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information
SEAFAX, Dept. 1-4 P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles, Washington 98362.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST for
theses, dissertcrtions, reports, term
papers, letters, etc. Greek letters,
math symbols available. Fast and
accurate - 6 years experience. Helen
Cox 377-9021

Typing done in my home. Accurate
typing—Manuscripts, Term Papers,
etc. 323-9072.

Trigger—It was certainly not my
intention to spur you so hard. Come
home, honey, your trough is full
once more. Rodeo Rick

PHOTOGRAPHY--

Graduate school application
pictures- dozen priced;pass-
port pictures. Engagements,
weddings, publicity. Portraits
in time for holiday gifts. Join
those who say, 'Best pictures
I ever had!' Appointments
day-nite and Sundays.

EDLAVITCH 764-0271

LOST

If you lost something in Gilman
33, contact Box 891.

campus notes

CODE
Mr. J.Joel Woodey, professor

of law at University of Maryland
School of Law will speak on
Drugs and the Law:How to
Handle yourself in a Bust at 8
pm. Wed. October 23 in the
Garrett Room.

CORRECTION
Judith Hazelcom is not Judith

Hazelcom. She is instead, Judith
Hazelcorn.

ONE ACTS
The playwriting class invites

you to the premier of six one act
plays on Friday and Saturday
Oct. 18 and 19 at 8 pm. in the
Little Theatre of Levering Hall.
Admission Free.

•
There will be Sabbath services

this Friday, October 18, at 6:30
pm. in the Kosher Dining Hall.

HELP
We still need help! Auctioneers

and organizers wanted for the
Chaplain's auction. Call
366-3586 or ext. 403 or 624.

CLOSED
Levering Hall and Union will

be closed at 12:30 am on Friday
Oct. 18, and this will include the
Rathskellar.

MONTREAL
The Department of Romance

Languages will again sponsor its
January program at the
Universite di Montreal. Please
contact Mrs.Birnabaum or Mrs.
Waugaman (Gilman 221 or ext
655) immediately if you are
interested in further
infformation.

The way to beat inflatiion is here - - -

INT
The Curriculum for Political

Leadership, an internship
program that places students in
the offices of members of the
Baltimore City Council and the
Maryland General Assembly, is
now accepting applications for
the mini-mester and Spring term.
Students selected to participate
will be expected to work
approximately 15 hours aper
week in their placements and will
receive 6 credits upon
completion. Those interested
may pick up applications in room
C-2, Shriver Hall or at the
Department of Political Science.
Those in need of further
information can call Neil Kerwin,
at ext. 1291. Deadline for
applications is November 5.

BENEFIT
The Greater Baltimore Medical

Center Auxiliary will be holding
a benefit sale of books, records,

NEW AND NEARLY NEW SALE

clothing and the like Oct.
23,24,25, and 26 10am to Spin.,
6701 N. Charles. -

HUNTER
Premiering this evening, the

play The Hunter. The playwill
then run Fri. Oct. 18 and Sat.
Oct. 19 in the listening-viewing
room, beginning both nights at
8:30 pm. Doors open at 8:00
pm.

WOMEN'S
Women's Center meeting

Monday Oct. 21 at..8:30 in the
Garrett Room. Everyone is
invited.

READING
Reading by members of the

Writing Seminars, Susan
Underwood and. Michael
Manly-poetry. at 8:30 Thursday
Oct. 24 in Shaffer 3. AdmisSiOn,
free. A first of a series.

for the economy minded student

OCTOBER 23, 24, 25, and 26
10 A. M. to 5 P . M.

Clothing for all shapes, sizes and ages - the usual and the unusual.
Books, records, etc.
Everything for the dorm room or apartment.

Come browse through our large and modern sale building on the hill - -

GREATER BALTIMORE MEDICAL CENTER
6701 North Charles Street

No. 11 bus goes directly to the hospital.
A benefit for the hospital put on by the Auxilliary of GBMC.

.0"

Where To Buy It
1

' FOOD SERVICES SERVICES ,PHOTOGRAPHY

fhly
A Favorite Rendez-Wu 3

JIMMY WU'S
for Hopkins Men

NEW CHINA INN
Charles Street'Below 25th

)AI HIND
INDIAN RESTAURANT

5511 York Road
Open for Lunch

-1:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Dinner 5:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Pizzas, Late - night snacks

PECORA'S

GURUKA
Natural Food Store
2322 N. Charles St

Mon - Sat 10-6

235-1014

ALLEN'S BOOKSHOP

Baltimore's Newest

Used Book Store

344 E. 33rd Street

243-4356

APPALACHIAN
OUTFITTERS
Adventure Sports &

Wilderness Camping Specialists

465-7227

8563 Balto Nat'l Pike

FREE RETAIL CATALOG:
Pipes, waterpipes, bongs,.
cigarette papers, rolling machines,
superstones, clips, underground
corn ix, etc: Grabriella's Goodies,
Box 434, Hollywood, Ca. 90028—

Used & Rare, Old & Out-of-print

John P. Goch.

PROMOTE YOURSELF

If you are looking for career
opportunities in sales,

management, or other professional
positions, then why not advertise

your qualifications directly

to .10,000 private and public

employers thru the monthly

Personnel Job Guide magazine.
78?  - 7933 

WATERBEDS

The 31st Street Shop
425 E. 31st Street

-unusual collection of books
and authors

- hard to find periodicals

children's favorites in
hardback 8c paper

- wide selection of 'Plants

Complete Laundry Service
WAVERLY'

LAUNDROMAT
3330 Greenmount Avenue

PASSPORT & GRAD SCHOOL
APPLICATION PHOTOS
(John Gach Bookshop)
3322 Greenmount Ave.

Mon., Thurs., & Sat. 5-6 pm

467-8759

CtlEAPEST PRICE IN TOWN"
0••••••.,

24 Hr Processing
Color Prints at S.19

ZEPP PHOTO
3042 Greenmount Ave

Discounts to Hopkins People

SERVICE PHOTO
3011 Greenmount-235-6200

KODAK PROCESSING
24 hr slides 48 hr printse us TOM B&W
Special enlarging contact sheets

FILMS
Kodak - Agfa - & W Control

CAMERAS

3320 Greenmount Avenue

889-3831
3322 Greenmount Avenue

467-4344

2435 Maryland Avenue
366-6110

NOVEMBRE WATERBEDS
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Censors come under fire at MSE
By ELLEN BERNHARD

Yesterday's MSE Symposium
presentation, "The Explicit Arts
and the Issue of Censorship" by
David Preller and Mary Avara,
respectively President and
Secretary of the Maryland State
Board of Censors, resulted in
bitter' and animated altercations

between the speakers and the

audience, uncontrolled shouting,
and a general lack of order.

Preller opened the discussion
by stating that, "Maryland is the
only state that has a censorship
board." He proceeded to explain
that board members are
nominated by the governor and
confirmed by the State Senate,
with the Chairman receiving a
salary of $5000 a year and board
members $4000. The total
annual budget is $72,000.
"Our job is to screen every

film that is brought into

Maryland," he said, citing a
figure of 500 films a year that are
brought in. "Everything from
Mickey Mouse to Deep Throat
must be screened."
"We are sworn to protect the

public," he said. He explained
that the Maryland Court of
Appeals and the Supreme Court
set the guidelines by which a film
is censored. He said that they
have defined oral sex and all
genital contact as pornography,
but explained that violence is not
defined as pornography.

For a film to be censored,
Preller declared that all three
board members, meaning he,
Avara, and another member,
must find it pornographic. Their
decision must be submitted to
court and approved.

"It's the law. I didn't make the
laws. If you disapprove of the
censorship board, I urge you to

write to your governor or State
Senator. to abolish the board,"
said Preller.
Preller continued by

concurring that it was "time for a
change" and he said that the
other board members agreed.
He submitted a plan which

would provide that any film
could come into Maryland but
that theatres would be licensed
to show only certain films. Age
limits would be enforced or the
theatre would be penalized. "We
should protect the youngsters
who may be affected or
shocked," he said.
"I think violence is more

shocking to youngsters than
sex," he said. "The censor board
has no authority to do anything
about violence."

According to Preller, student
groups can come down and
w atch the censor board in

Eisenhower named to Oriole panel
President Emeritus Milton S.

Eisenhower was named
Wednesday by Baltimore Mayor
Donald Schaefer to head an eight
man panel of businessman who
will examine ways to keep the
Orioles in the city.
Schaefer instituted the panel

in response to Oriole owner

Gerald Hoffberger's

announcement that he plans to

sell the Orioles for $12 million. A
New Orleans group has expressed
interest in the Birds, prompting

Milton S. Eisenhower

fears that the Orioles would not
be in Baltimore next year.
The panel has been charged

with the responsibility of
examining the possibilities of
new private ownership, public
ownership, and some sort of
public-private ownership, for the
the team.

Hoffberger said his decision to
sell the Orioles was based on the
fact that he had been unable to
make money for the Oriole
organization as its board
chairman.

Schaefer stated that the panel
should look into ways to

"cement the Orioles to the fabric

of the city."
As chairman of the panel,

Eisenhower not only brings
considerable experience and
connections with businessmen,- of
Baltimore, but also a rather
intimate relationship with
Baltimore's baseball team.

Long an avid fan, Eisenhower
is the only possessor of a gold
pass to Oriole games, which gives
him lifetime admission to see all
Oriole games free.

Earlier this year, Eisenhower
was honored at the Oriole game

at Memorial Stadium for his 75th

birthday.
Rumors of the Orioles leaving

Baltimore have circulated for the

past few years, as plans to build a

new stadium to house the team

have met opposition from various

groups in the city and state.
Mayor' Schaefer asserted that

"loss of the Orioles would be a
serious blow to the spirit,
economy, and morale of
Baltimore," and that he is
"determined to do all within my
power to assure the continuance
of the Orioles as a Baltimore
institution."

Mary Avara and David Preller

action. But he warned that most
"young coeds" are shocked by the
contents of many films.
"Yeah, but do they watch five

films at one time, with the sound
turned down, like you do?" a
member of the audience shouted.
Mr. Preller._ denied this
accusation. "Bullshit," said
another student in the audience.

Avara'si remarks were largely
obliterated by shouts from a
disapproving audience. "I'm not
here for any popularity contest,"
she said. "I'm 64, but I feel like
16."
"The movies being made today

degrade women no end. Is this
the way you're going to live? Is
this what you want for your
children? Well I fear nobody but
God," she continued.
"I think sex is beautiful but

only when it is practiced with the
one you love. When you pay
good money to see a movie, you
want to be entertained." She also
said that violence should be
censored. "And don't tell me
movies don't incite crimes."

Rejecting angry comments
from the audience, Avara stepped
away from the microphone and
began shouting from the front of
the stage. "Shut up when I'm
talking," she shouted.
Picking out a long haired

student in the second row, Avara
told him he needed a haircut.
"You're an angry lady," retorted
another student. "You shouldn't
be on the censorship board."
"Who should then?" she

asked.
"Someone with a little more

education," he replied.
"They don't teach today in

college what they taught me in
the eighth grade," she shouted.
The audience proceeded to

argue among themselves as well
as with the speakers. One student
staggered up and grabbed the
audience microphone. "I would
like to thank Mrs. Avara. People
like her and my parents made me
what I am today," he said.
The majority of the audience

stayed around to ask questions
and continue the controversy.

Class presidents discuss input
By JOHN HIRSCHHORN

Increased student input in
planning social events and class
meetings is one of the major
goals of Senior Class President
Seth Feltheimer, Junior President
Rob Lawrence, and Sophomore
President, Sheldon Himelfarb.
Working with an annual

budget of $2000 and increased
facilities of the Student Union,
Lawrence stated there is a need
to offer something other than
"Friday night parties." He
mentioned the possibility of
sponsoring an athletic picnic and
a "real oldies group concert."

"I hope to use the class fund!

Crime Report 

Rathskellar receives reprieve
Three minor thefts and an

armed assault were the major
incidents of crime reported to
campus police last week.
A young man was threatened

with a knife by three young men
last week on campus. Authorities
did apprehend one of the two
assailants. No injuries were
reported in the incident.

In another one of many thefts
from the Athletic Center, a
wallet was stolen from trousers
lett outside the Center. The theft
resulted in an $8 loss.

Another motorcycle helmet
MIS stolen on campus last week,
aS well. The crash helmet was
stolen from on the cycle. It was

valued at roughly $45.
In the week's third reported

larceny, Security officials
reported that a purse was stolen
from an office on campus. Tney
said it was unattended at the
time. The loss was valued at
approximately $40.

,Last
Also last week, the entrance

to Dunning Hall was vandalized.
Door glass at the entran was
broken. Replacement cost for the
glass is about $60.

Campus

Campus police also reported

an attempt to steal a car from the
metered parking spaces behind
Garland Hall. The attempt clic

not succees, and there was no
loss in the incident.
Campus police also assisted a

student who suffered an asthma
attack during the week.
This week's crime report,

compiled by the University,
indicated a definite increase in
criminal incidents over last week.

Last week, there were six
incidents of larceny, including
two auto thefts. Over $500
worth of goods were stolen.

Noticeably absent from the
cime reports is vandalism and
theft in the Rathskellar. It has
apparently subsided, as Union
officials have enacted measures
to put a stop to the vandalism.

at our disposal to initiate such
activities which would be
unusu al and would stimulate
the greatest junior class
interest," Lawrence said.

In addition to co-sponsoring
the Dunning Park campout and
the upcoming Eugene McCarthy
speech, Lawrence revealed the
class will also present the movie
"Scarecrow" on December 6. -

He emphasized the need to
make the class of '76 more aware
of the opportunities available to
them through the Centennial.

Lawrence said that although
he was dismayed by weak
student input, he hopes to
increase the class' involvement
in instituting a forum at class
Council meeting where juniors
voice their opinions.

Himelfarb said he felt student
input was also lacking in
sophomore class affairs. He
stated his interest to organize "a
permanent social committee
open to sophomore with the idea
of organizing and coordinating
various social activities, thereby
leaving class officers free to get
more involved in other student
matters."
An "All You Can Eat Pancake

Breakfast" was planned for
October 26, Himelfarb revealed.
"We are to have 30 or more
volunteers working in the
Levering cafeteria."

In addition to a pie eating
contest to be sponsored in the
near future, the class of '77 will
also hold a party stretching from
the Glass Pavilion to the Great

Hall with a live band, the
sophomore class president said.
He added that a $2000 budget

limits the possibilities since a live
band runs between $400-$600.

Himelfarb spoke of the
problem of trying to avoid
conflicts with other social events.

He said the sophomore class is
considering the possibility of
sponsoring a party on Thursday
having a free sophomore night at
the Rathskellar.

Feltheimer said it has been
difficult to plan innovative class
functions to compete with the
Union Governing Board, Fall

Weekend, and 3400 on Stage.
"Classes are not as important

as they were 2 or 3 years ago,"

Feltheimer commented.

He concurred with Lawrence

and Himelfarb that increased

student participation in class

meetings would be beneficial.

A senior class tennis

tournament and a dance from the

big band era are being seriously

cosidered, revealed Feltheimer, in

addition to continuing the Senior

Class Film Series.
As in years past, Fellheimer

said many of the class's plans

revolve around graduation. "My

primary function is to organize

commencement exercises," the

senior class president said.

He revealed that Colby,

director of the CIA, Walter

Cronkite, Henry Kissinger,

President Ford, and

Former-President Nixon have

been suggested as

Commencement speakers.
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N-L Interview 

Eric Rasmussen on the need for Student Assistants
The following is an intemffw

with Eric Rasmussen, a Romans
senior presently in his second
year as Student Assistant to the
Homewood Vice President, Dr.
George Benton. Rasmussen
helped institute the office at the
beginning of the last academic
year. In this interview, he talked
about his role as an assistant to
Benton, problems he sees on
campus, and what will be
prominent issues In Academic
Services this year.
News-Letter: What exactly do

you do as Student Assistant to
Dr. George Benton, Homewood
Vice President?

Eric Rasmussen: Basically I try
to relay any concerns of the
undergraduates within Benton's
services to Dr. Benton.
N-L: Why can't students relay

those concerns to Benton -
personally?
Rasmussen: In part they can.

Last year I tried to make that
possible with open office hours.
I'd be willing to bet no more
than 25 students came. Part of
my job is to relay problems that I
see and bring them into the open.
N-L: Do you think that more

students had things to discuss
with Dr. Benton last year than
came to see him. In other words,

"Looking For
a Roommate?"

"The
Roommate
Connection"

is a referral service agency.

Clients have the option of
accepting or rejecting prospective
roommates.

"The
Roommate
Connection"

has up to date listings available.
The foe Is reasonable

IA the see-vice Is
occurato.

Call us Tues.
Thurs. or Sat.
10 A.M.-7 P.M.
3234220

There is a
differenceN
PREPARATION
MW
BAT
1111
CIE

ATCSB
OCAT
CMI
FLEX

ECIFFAC
NATI WO BUS

Over 35 years
of experience
and success-

•
Small classes

•
Voluminous home
study materials

•
Courses that are
constantly updated

•
Make-ups for
missed lessons

For complete information call:

(301) 530-0211
Md. — D.C. — Va.

Branches in Major Cities in USA

is there a need for a position to
link students to Benton?
Rasmussen: There is a need.

Benton makes decisions that
affects students. For example,
he's the boss over the Dean of
Students Office. In the event that
anything happens to one of the
offices he's in charge of, a
student is there to relay the
concerns of the undergraduates.
Half the job is sniffing out what
you think is wrong. For example,
the admissions office last year.
Not too many people understood
that issue.
N-L: How much genuine

influence do you think you have
with respect to Dr. Benton's
decisions?
Rasmussen: Not a hell of alot.

I think he respects my opinion. If
there are issues that demand
immediate attention, I'll go in
and talk to him, and ask him why
he took a particular course of
action. I'll relay to him my
concerns, and try to convince
him of my position. But I don't
think he'd call me in and sit me
down before he would make any
major decision and ask for my
opinion.
N-L: What concrete things can

you point to as your
accomplishments as Student
Assistant?

Rasmussen: I don't think I

could cite anything concrete. But
I did help form the Student
Budget Advisory Committee,
investigated the admissions office
last year, opened up office hours
for Benton. This year I'm looking
into the Dean of Students Office.
I think these things are concrete
in that they fulfill what I want to
do over there. They point out
situations that are unfair or
operate against student interests.
N-L: What are you looking

into in the Dean of Seudents
office?

Rasmussen: There are three
things that I'd like to look at this
year: the proposal for merit
scholarships, the Union cost
overrun and simply the fact that
the Dean of Students Office staff
has doubled this year.
N-L: Is there anything in

particular you'd like to see done?
Rasmussen: I'd like to find

out, for instance, why a woman
with Mrs. LaPointe's experience
and affection for students hasn't
been utilized to her fullest
extent. Meanwhile they've made
elaborate accomodations for
other employees.
N-L: Do many students come

to you with problems? If so, how
many, and what kind of
problems do they bring?
Rasmussen: Not too many

come. In fact, I probably go to

see more students than students
come to see me. Those who do
come and talk to me about
current issues. If I can't help
them, I refer them to Benton, or
the right man in that area. I
imagine I'll have alot of people
seeing me about merit
scholarships as publicity grows.
N-L: How great a time

investment does your position
entail?
Rasmussen: I'd say 10-15

hours a week.
N-L: Do you receive a salary?
Rasmussen: Yes.
N-L: How much?
Rasmussen: I better not say

how much, but it's minimum
wage.
N-L: Is there any conflict of

interest?
Rasmussen: When I pick up

my check, I don't view the
money I'm getting as coming
from the office of the Vice
President. I don't represent that
office's interests. I represent the
students but more important,
what I think is right.
N-L: What are your thoughts

on the reorganization plan in
Academic Services that's gone on
over the last two years?
Rasmussen: I think it's

excellent. It centralizes this
office around a single
administrator. Previously, it was

a series, of offices unconnected.
They're now related to one
another through a_ single
administrator—Larry Denton. It's

infinitely better for students who

have a particular problem. Larry
is on the same level with the

Dean of Students. He's much

more accessible than Benton.
N-L: From your viewpoint, is

there a cumbersome
administrative bureaucracy here?
Rasmussen: I don't think it's

as difficult to transcend as many
.others because it's a lot smaller.
They operate bureaucratically,
but that may be the way they
have to operate.
N-L: Before you graduate this

June, what is the one thing you'd
like to see accomplished?

Rasmussen: I want to see three
things. A re-evaluation of the
Dean of Students Office,
icnreased financial aid, especially
in line with tuition increases, and
that certain student services
personnel, who are currently
being abused and ignored, are
given their due.
N-L: Is there anything else

you'd like to add?
Rasmussen: I think my job can

be perpetuated. I would like to
see more involvement with the
Student Council, but I'd also like
to see the Student Assistant given
the flexibility that I have.

Be good to your stomach. Eat well. More than
a 1/2-lb ground sirloin steakburger. With French fries.

Be a salad nut. Eat greens.
All the salad you want, at our unlimited salad bar.

Be cheap. Pay only $2.50.
The sirloin steakburger. That's $1.00 off

the regular price. With this ad. Steakburger and
Or with your college I.D. French fries

And be merry. In our festive atmosphere.

EMERSONS'
Plus all the beer you can drink.

Sunday thru Thursday only.

stanley h, kaplan
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
TUTORING AND GUIDANCE SINCE 1938

Baltimore-225 North Liberty Street (Charles Center)-727-U515

Towson-798 Fairmont Avenue (Towson Plaza Shopping Center)-296-0220
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ome clean
It is time for University officials to
pect to cost overruns in the contracting and construction
the new Hopkins Union. Though a substantial overrun has
en covertly acknowledged by Hopkins administrators in off
e record confessions, Homewood Vice President George
:nton and William Campbell, Director of Plant
inagement, have contrived to hide the printed figures from
public.

The run-around game Benton and Campbell have used is a
ldish and unproductive one. Students, faculty, and all
mbers of the Hopkins community are entitled to know the
cifics about the price of Homewood's newest building,
I about any errors which may have gone into its con-

t is apparent that those officials associated with the con-
iction of the Union chose to do things in an expensive
(, with little regard for economy or the elegance of sim-
ity. It is also plain that some have gotten fat on the
struction of the Union in both the design and con-
iction phases.
t seems inconsistent and suspicious of University officials
vithhold the specifics of the cost overrun in these times of
t budgets, inasmuch as people usually do not hide things
ss there is something to be hidden.

ist of thousandsCZ

come clean with

Eric Rasmussen's assertions in his interview [page 4] that
there are certain situations in the Dean of Students Office
that need examination are right on target. The Office was
formed not more than three years ago. Since then, the Office
has had tremendous success in achieving what it set out to
do—improve student services.

But we wonder why now, when the initial load of the
improvements have been made, it has been necessary to
double the Dean of Students' staff. The Dean has an
Assistant Dean, an Executive Assistant, and a secretary to aid
him directly. Not even the academic deans have so thorough
a complement of assistant workers.

As the Hopkins Union finally gets underway and moves
into full swing, it seems as if now is the time for an
evaluation of the Dean of Students Office. Is it fulfilling the
needs of the community as well as it did in its first years? Is
it run effectively? These are questions that should be
scrutinized, so that the Dean of Students Office can continue
to improve the non-academic life on campus.

1 A- 4-11-

to the editor
fo the editor:

Last week, in conjunction with

the International Week of Concern,

myself and four others ascended

the gas tower off the Jones Falls

Expressway with a message for

passing motorists to read. Our

three banners called for an end to

all aid to Thieu and Lon Nol;

freedom for South Vietnamese

political prisoners; and universal

and unconditional amnesty for all

American was resistors. We had

planned a three day fast and virgil

on the tower, but our attempt was

aborted at the end of the first day

by the police who were able to

force us to descend against our

will.
We were subsequently charged

with trespassing, and the following

is my statement to the court at our

trial (October 10).
I hope it will be read and

reflected upon.
Margie Kolchin

I feel I must decline from

pleading to the charges brought

against me in light of the suffering

of my brothers and sisters in South

Viet Nam.
Our government still supports a

dictatorship whose brutality is

beyond words. The hope for peace

is being jailed in South Viet Nam.

The most massive police state in

the wOrld has been contructed in

Saigon. With American tax dollars.

With American business contracts.

With American advisors. The

Saigon regime and the United

States are systematically violating

even the most cruel standards of

human decency. These violations

mean more death, and more blood

on the hands of the United States.

The voices cry out to the world

from South Viet Nam's prisons are

determined to be heard and

determined to survive. The call to

conscience from those prisons is a

call to the survival of the most

basic human values in the world, It

is up to each of us to disurb the

complacency of the mass media,

the politicians, and the general

public in the face of this

viciousness. And so the five of us

ascended the tower with our

message. For what is at stake,

along with the freedom of so many

millions of people in Indochina, is

also our own humanity. If the

torture is tolerable as long as it is

not burning our own flesh, if

bombings we pay for are all right

so long as people of our own

nationality are not dying, then we

are the present-day equivalents of

those Germans who continued

business as usual while the Nazi

ovens were being filled with human

beings.
Resistance to this was in only an

obligation, but a solemn duty of

the American people. Americans

must know what is being done in

our name and in the name of

peace. There is still blood on our

hands.

To the Editor:

I would like to

an article in Tuesday's

News-Letter. The article was a

summary of the Freshman class

elections and included interviews

with the run-off candidates for

President and Vice-President. What

I am upset about is the apparent

disregard for objectivity in

reporting on the part of whoever

, edited the article.

My first reaction after reading

the story was shock, followed by

utter disbelief. The only comment

made about me was totally

irrelevant tot he bulk of my

interview. In addition, the wording

was so distorted that it defeated

the entire point that I had tried to

make during the interview.

Tuesday evening the author of

the article called me, and

apoligized for the way the article

had turned out. She waid that the

story was not printed the way she

wrote it; several quote had been

deleted, and the remaining article

was distorted as a result.

While I can understand that not

everything we discussed during the

interview could be included in the

scope of the article, I do not feel

that it was justifiable to delete

sections that would inevitably

distort the remainder. It seemed to

me that the editors favored certain

candidates, and did their best to

make the others look like fools.

I'm sure that this could not be the

case; therefo e I must assume that

it was carelessness on the part of

the editors.
Considering that the runoff

elections are this week, and that

one of the purposes of the story

was to publicize the elections, I

feel that the article in its final form

hurt me chances of getting elected.

I did not ask the News-Letter for

any publicity, and I certainly do

not thank you for the bad

publicity that I received.
Karen Feinstein

comment upon

I will tell you quite frankly that

this has been a saddening and

disillusioning experience for my

brother and me. Ours is a family

business. Within it we have warm

and close relationships of many

years standing. We believe in and

encourage union representation.

Further, our farm workers receive

from us voluntarily more than is

required by their Teamster

contract—and more than was in

their contract when U.F.W.

represented them.
Because we have honored and

respected the wishes of our farm

workers to change unions, we have

been caught in the middle of a

jurisdictional dispute between the

two unions. This, in turn, has

subjected us to vilification and

character assassination. If there is

any moral justification for this we

are at a loss to find it.

The highly ethical manner in

which this labor dispute has been

presented to the media in various

areas has alleviated an otherwise

distressing experience for my

brother and me.
We offer you our full

cooperation in arriving at and

presenting the facts in this case;

and we will appreciate vn,i
rc

Ernest Gallo

Edited and written by John R. Srygley.
Interview conducted by Russ Smith. .

"Historically its been the case that
the whole humanities operation
has been the tail on the dog, but.
it's also been the case that it's been
a distinguished tail, and while it
hasn't exactly wagged the dog, it's
hardly been a mere appendage.
You know as well as I that from
the beginning of the Homewood
operation, there's been
distinguished scholars on the
faculty. The university's
conception of itself in the
humanities has been, I take it, to
remain very small,, but very
distinguished. Our modest
ambition in the Writing Seminars is
very quickly to become the most
distinguished operations of its kind
in the country..."

John Barth
10/17/74

This year, it seems, will be
marked by more distinctive
changes and transition than most
in recent memory. It would
probably be safe to say that more
superficially solid governments
have fallen or undergone
hierarchical facelifting in this year
than in any yeat since World War
II. No longer do we read post
mortems on the late sixties and
sigh, wondering what new causes
there are to take up, what new
movements are in the offing. The
world passes, a virtual maelstrom,
and we, holding tightly to our
copies of Homer and Kant,
.forestay the day when we too will
have to dip our heads over the cleft
to view that disheartening,
vertiginous swirl of things that
awaits us. Such is the crux of
things. There will be no more
movements to swell and catch us
by surprise, where we may drift in
protest and "unified anger."
instead, there is something
intensely more terrifying about
trying to touch our feet on the
bottom of this stream, to grab
hold, and to be a rock. That's why
we're here, not to be "educated"
because it is virtually impossible to
teach anyone anything. The idea is
to learn how to learn.
Theoretically. this leaminc, nrorecs
is best achieved. wlieri tXxce srtudent

I conducive to studying, supplying

the best teachers, materials, and

guidance.
In the first week of my

freshman year, I discovered

something which proved tO be a

constant source of dissatisfaction

for myself, and a constant drain on

my respect for this university; that

I was, in fact, the only member of

the freshman class who was

registered as a member of the

Writing Seminars. I had come, high

school memefltoeS in hand,

prepared to be taught by John

Barth himself, only to discover

that he wasn't teaching fiction this

year, but a short story course, and

was preparing himself to render

insignificant all concern with the

university and go off spelunkering

on a sabbatical. This year, when

the undergraduate fiction course

appeared on the cancelled list for

lack of a teacher, I unofficially

dropped the Writing Seminars and

decided on a concentration of

English courses, presumably in

preparation for a real school of

Writing when I had my degree. All

this was from the assumption that

the Writing Seminars were, in

essence, defunct, and in the fear

that a Writing Seminars degree

would never get me anywhere in

this world.
There are some things which

when heard will tend to turn the

world upside down and shake it

out, leaving a much more

relevantly composed structure, and

a more easily discernible one. Such

John Barth

was the case recently when a

the end of the 19th Century, as all
writers after that were presupposed
to be radicals and undeserving
immigrants. Since then, that
literary aspect of the university has
been accordingly assumed by the
English department, and the
Writing Seminars evolved to
something of a studio course.
Barth also relates that the year
1953, which was his last as a
student at Hopkins, was the last
time the Seminars was to have all
of the money and staff which it
needed to fill its academic
purposes. Karl Shapiro was here
then, and Louis Ruben...
In enlarging the Writing

Seminars, Barth was implicit in his
inference that the Seminars will
once again take on the pedagogical
scope that they did back in the
forties and fifties. It should be
mentioned here that the Writing
Seminars at this university were
the first of its kind anywhere in
the university world; and it only
fitting that they should return to
prominence. The intention is that
writing should return to the
diligent apprenticeship it once was,
producing not only competent
writers, but craftsmen skilled in
editorial and magazine work as
Nne11. o insure this, the Seminars is

Barth a) the Writing Seminars
students who happen to offer less
than tremendous commercial
success to the New York Trade
Publishers, a sort of literary
monopoly which happens to hold
most of the strings in the
publishing world at this time. Mr.
Barth reports affirmative "warm
4nd ready" cooperation of the
University in these projects, and, as
an added incentive, he notes that
the Seminars budget has been
rewarded with new prosperity for
the furtherance of their exploits.
The Writing Seminars haven't

had the budget, personnel, or the
knowhow to do all of those
colossal things in recent years, or
even to dream about them. The'
seemingly sudden interest of the
administration on this campus in
revamping the Seminars into
something more productive is not
so recent, however, as it may look
at first glance. When Barth, after
his notorious literary success, was
recruited to be a member of the
facultyhere, he made the
stipulation that the university
would make this gesture, would, in
fact, make more than a gesture; it
must make a committment to
make the Seminars everything that
by all standards it was, and had
every potential to be. When dealing
with an academic institution in a
very serious way, the most
important thing is to be able to
offer it that which it feeds on,
which is prestige, and Barth did
this, in the most magnanimous of
ways.

In the first paragraph of this
exhortation, I made a reference to
a kind of ideal education, where
the student is a free and intuitive
soul, set loose in a world of all of
the best and most interesting
things, seemingly unhindered by
"requirements" and other such
pestiferous things. Such thinking is
conversation with John Barth
proved most intelligible, and in its
most manifest state, enlightening.
The Writing Seminars are far from
defunct, or dead, as the case may
have been. Instead, a new front has
risen, and with the retirement of
Elliot Coleman in June, will take
its rightful place in the Seminars
afirP

a phew nselfttring attornarrves—

for publishing the works of

•

Charles Newman, author of New
- * —

prestigious  founder and editor o

the Tr -Quarterly Review,
N ational Endowment,
Rockefeller, and Guggenheim
foundations, will be the new head
of the Writing Seminars. Though
he is now on the payroll of the
University, he will not enter into
his administrative capacity until
this June beyond the role of
recruiter, which I understand, he is
fulfilling in earnest. The
long-expected retirement of Elliot
Coleman was delayed another year
on his behalf, while he completes
the term of his Guggenheim
fellowship. The innovatiou here is
not limited only to the addition of
a new and eximious personage to
the Seminars, but a person lauded
for his editorial talents as well as
his novelistic ones. A very
important factor, when gaining
intelligent criticism and learning to
give such criticisms are some of the
baser things about learning to write
with intellectual prowess and
clarity.

In Newman's noble entourage
will be Michael Lynch, author of
An American Soldier, The Fisher
Kind, and an Opera Libretto, The
Magician. Also the receptor of
several distinguished grants and
fellowships, Mr. Lynch is a familiar
face to those who have been at
Hopkins for long, and is now
completing his leave of absence as
a Hobart lecturer in Vienna. Mr.
Barth himself will complete his
sabbatical in January, and renew
his teaching efforts, in the second
semester of this year.

Barth spoke emphatically of the
distinction between the Writing
Seminars as they were, are now,
and will be. When Elliot Coleman
founded the Writing Seminars
some 25 years ago, it was to fill a
very special place in the links of
academe. In 1974-1953 Barth
studied such authors as Joyce,
Mann, and Kafka, for in those
times these authors were
unrecognized by most institutions.
Instead, the English courses
covered only the writers who had
finished their major works before
idealistic to the point of being
common and hackneyed, but it
was Barth himself who described
the nnriergradlinte school as a kind
of vestibule for graduate school,

professionals." The members of
the New Writing Seminars staff will
divide their talents between
graduate and undergraduate...
"The distinction between

various levels of apprenticeship is a
real distinction, that corresponds
almost perfectly to the distinction
between various levels of
undergraduates. Many
undergraduates quickly become
sophisticated enough so that the
only place where they can find
corresponding sophistication
would be on the graduate level..."
Such a placement of a qualified

undergraduate would allow such a
free-minded soul. as I have
described to move to the level
which would provide sufficient
challenge almost immediately, and
could prove to be the most
valuable innovation in the Writing
Seminars.
The quality of the Writing

Seminars as a worthwhile endeavor
in this institution has been
questioned many times in the past
by those on all sides of
Homewood. Its most popular
course offering has been "Words
and Ideas," which brings into
question both the course
procedure, and the quality of the
teachers, which have always been
graduate students. Of these things,
Barth has this to say...

"...the very fact that it is subject
to some criticism from the rest of
the university doesn't impress me
very much at all...It has always
been taught by graduate
students...some are splendid
teachers, some are not so splendid
teachers. They're all teaching for
the first time, and the kinds of
things they want to do are not
always going to correspond with
the engineering schools or medical
institutions' notion of what should
be going on in a freshman English
course .."

"...the quality of the graduate
program will only be as good as the
quality of the students one admits
to the program, and they've always
been good. My expectation is that
they will get better and
better...We've decided to reduce
the number of persons accepted

•

What's the word? Thunderbird!
During the past year, the United

Farm Workers Union and its

supporters have disseminated

considerable "information" about

the continuing dispute between

them and the Teamsters Union, as

to which union should have

jurisdiction over Gallo farm

workers.
Much of this "information" is

demonstrably mis information. We

enclose a pamphlet detailing many

of the U.F.W. charges that are not

correct; and a chronolgy of this

labor dispute. We also enclose an

advertisement that has been

_offered to many college

newspapers containing many

inaccuracies and distortions.

We are certain that you would

prefer to present all three sides of

this controversy if it should

become, or it it has become,

newsworth on your campus. There

are three sides, the U.F.W.'s, the

Teamster's and ours.

For our part, we stand ready to

assist you in every way in

presenting the facts on this

problem fully and fairly. If you

wish an information from us, you

need only to call. Our

Communications Officer is Dan

Soloman. His telephone number is

(209) 521-3599. Please do not
hesitate to call on him for any

information you may need; and

please do call upon him if the

U.F.W. or its supporters "make"

news on your campus, so that ou
r

side of the story may be presente
d

simultaneously and equally in your

columns.
It the or its supporters

request advertising space for their

viewpoint, we would appreciate it

if you would give us equal

opportunity, at the same time, and

preferable on facing pages, to

present our side.

If your paper has already run

the pro-U.F.W. advertisement

enclosed herewith, we would

appreciate it if you would not run

the annotated version enclosed

herewith which corrects its many

inaccuracies and distortions. If

your paper has not run the

pro-U.F.W. advertisement, will you

keep this ad available for possible

future use.
If your paper has previously run

articles or editorials incorporating

U.F.W. charges against us, we

would appreciate receiving

clippings of such articles and

editorials; and an opportunity to

respond.

evrtAotAeairs
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,day editors
_managing editor  
, features editors  Russ Smith, John Srygley

photography editors   Al Casale, Jeffrey Posner

sports editors
photo-production manager  

production consultant  

out gldUUdle programs, ano to
increase the variety of things which

get more applicati......the two

dozen or so graduate students will

be absolutely first rate apprentive

talents...I don't believe that it is

necessary for a first rate writer or

poet to hang around a university,

but I do believe that it should be

an article of faith that if they

choose to do a part of their

apprencticeship in the university

rather than the world, that they

ought to be academically able as

well as being talented, and I'm

picking my own students on that

basis..."
It seems that if the major

strengths of any program could be

pinned down to the size of their

budget, their willingness to

institute beneficial change, and the

dynamic components of its.

faculty, that the Writing Seminars

has succeeded in gaining all of

these at least self-assuredly. If the

Seminars succeeds in this, it will be

a colossal success, and if it fails...

In attempting to keep his feet in

that madly onrushing stream, the

writer is perhaps the most

precariously oriented of all, as he

finds himself confronting

everything and a little more. If he

does not write expressly for the

public, and proves economically

unsound to the editors of the

literary world, then he shall tumble

forever in that stream until

someday someone latches onto one

of his soggy amanuscripts, makes

him famous, and finds alas! that he

has long since washed away.
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'THE UNITED STATES SUPREME C
HAS RULED THAT 

"CARNAL IA:MAW* PP
IS NOT OBSCENE.

"I wouldn't kick
her out of
bed

"She just has
to be nice,
that's all "

"I do like you ' All I want is to
But Hike you for be loved, and
other reasons." married."

JOSEPH E LEVINE presents An Avco Embassy Picture

A MIKE NICHOLS
JACK NICHOLSON CANDICE BERGEN
ARTHUR GARFUNKEL ANN-MARGRET
CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
RITA N1011ENO avniIA O'NEAL Produclion Des.gner RICHARD SYLBIPT

Friday Oct. 18 Saturday Oct. 19
7:30 & 9:30
Shriver Hall

************************
* Interviews for the student ** who will represent *
* *
* the Student Council *
* at the ** *
i Orientation Director's Conference *

Nov. 3 - 6 *
*

* in *
* New Mexico 

*
t 

*
will be held *

* Oct. 21 - 24. *
il

;Please call either
Alan  Sapakie (ext. 1282) *

* *
* Mitch 

or 
Wolf (ext. 681) *

*
I* by Monday.

* *
* *
* 
*
t 0 . • • *

**,•*4, ** *),
* MITCH WOLF CAN BE REACHED* i
* 

ALL WEEKEND AT 366-2639. 
*

* *
*************************
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AIESEC solicits foreign internship opportunitie
s

By JOHN HIRSCHORN

Hidden somewhere in the

Student Activities office is one of

Over 60 local committees

representing AIESEC, the

International Association of

Students in Economics and

Management. AIESEC solicits

internship opportunities to offer

qualified foreign students, and

selects qualified American

students to receive similar offers

In participating foreign countries.

For the past 7 years Hopkins has

been spending out its members to

various companies in the

Baltimore area.
Currently the local committee

IS busy lining up companies in

the hope that its efforts will be

rewarded by receiving

internships. Last year four

foreign interns came to

Baltimore. This year AIESEC

!lopes to have at least twice that

many

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics

$2.75 per page

Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,

mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is

1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE t-t 2

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our research material is sold 
for

research assistance only.

/

The President, Dwight

Holmberg, has traveled abroad to

the Ivory Coast and will help

establish another local

Committee there. This will make

the Ivory Coast the 55th member

nation in AICSEC. In mid 1975

Holmberg will be flown to

Vienna where this year's

International Congress will be

conducted.
AIESEC was formed in 194s

by students from 7 war-torin

European countries who sought

to improve international

relations. Today it has local

committee in 54 countries,

involving over 350 college and

20,000 students. Annually

AIESEC is an independent,

st u dent-run, non-political, and

non-profit organization. AIESEC

is not merely a simple cultural

r-
I.

where you can meet people and

1 
I rap without role playing in our discussion

• group focusing on the single experience. •

• 7:30 DOORS OPEN 8:15 DOORS CLOSE I

I Parish Hall First Unitarian Church I

• Charles & Hamilton Sts.
I $3.00 Admission Every saturday nite. •

=====

exchange, as it involves students

from foreign countries actively

involved in businesses all over the

world.
At Hopkins, interns have

recently arrived, one of whome is

now working at C & P Telephone

in data processing. He by no

means is untrained, but rather

conies to America from France

with two previous internships

already completed. One in

Poland and the other in Spain,

for two months each. He spoke

only English fluently, but learned

both Polish and Spanish. As is

true of most students trying for

an intership in America, he had

both his BA and MA degrees.

His reason for prolonged stay

in Ainerica was as he mote in his

application: "I am waiting for a

long term traineeship in the USA

IINI ON INN INN INN INN MB MN IMP IIIII NII In NE 1•11 MN NE INN ON I

Are you tired of being hassled

in single's bars? Join us —

LIBERATED SINGLES.,

PLACEMENT BUREAU INTERVIEWS

The following graduate and professional schools will be visiting Ho
pkins during the coming months.

Seniors who are interested in investigating the possibilit
y of attending these schools may come to

the Placement Bureau, the Attic of Homewood House to sign
 up for interviews. Catalogs from these

schools will be available at the Placement Bureau.

University of Chicago - Graduate School of Business

rniversity of Virginia - Graduate School of Business Admin.

Northwestern University -Graduate School of Management

University of Pennsylvania - School of Law

Washington and Lee University - School of Law

American Graduate School of International Management

Columbia University - Graduate School of Business

M.I.T. - Dept. of Urban Studies and Planning

Wednesday, Oct. 23

Friday, Oct. ./.5

Monday, Oct. 28

Tuesday, Oct. 29.
Wednesday, Oct. 30
Thursday, Oct. 31

Friday, Nov. 1
Friday, Nov. 1

SENIORS and GRADUATE STUDENTS who are in their last year of study

should have received information about the services of the Placement Bureau.

If you have not recieved such in please come to the Placement Bureau.

Carnal

owl,a(15e

very --1•%'e1a ouriLortS

rtia Oct.i ;48
COrn.p1interJ5 of class 5kw rtr ID

to help me in finding a way and

precising my ideas and plans

about my future career."

The relationship between

AIESEC interns and big business

is a rather intimate one. At the

National Conference last year,

Hopkins representatives were

feted a cruise aboard the Exxon

Company's luxury yacht up and

down the Hodson. Many

company heads have often

entertained AIESEC members in

similar ways.
Last year Junior Lise Stork

attended a businessman's seminar

held in Chicago sponsored by

Princeton University. She came

into contact with Leaders of

important companies and said

that "corpotate leaders and

college students were really

communicating with one

another."
AIESEC is an organization

which little is known about yet it

remains a major like between

those with power and influence

and those young people who seek

t

rfar?"1407S

We specialize in
RARE ROCK,
JAZZ, CLASSICAL
AND BLUEGRASS Records & Tapes

711 W. 40 St. The Rotunda 366-1250

The Johns Hopkins University

Office of Special Events

presents

CONSORT

ALEXANDER'S FEAST

Performer's of Medieval Renaissance,

and Early American Music and Dance.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1974,7:30 P.M
.

SHRIVER HALL AUDITORIUM

Tickets available at the Union Desk

Levering Hall.

Regular Admission: S2.75

Full-Time Students: S1.75

with I.D.

minoirr

Office of the Chaplain

"THE SUNDAY EXPERIENCE"

'THE 'POST-WAR' WAR

AND

RECONSTRUCTION IN VIETNAM-

presentation by

RONALD YOUNG

SECRETARY, PEACE EDUCATION DIVIS
ION,

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMIT
TEE

Former SCLC Consultant,

Co-founder of Resistance,

Coordinator of the New Mobilization Committee

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 11:00 A. M.

Listening & Viewing Room

LEVERING HALL
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dntil An Hiq-Lcal Sound Resounds..; 

Do you take me for such a fool, to think I'd make contact?
By RUSS SMITH

"So don't fear, if you hear, a.foreign
sound to your ear, it's alright ma, I'm
only sighing." Bob Dylan wrote these
words ten years ago in relation to the vast
changes the United States was going
through. Although much of Dylan's social
comentary is considered dated today, this
line is painfully pertinent to the current
student body at Johns Hopkins.

Last weekend the Student Council,
with the help of the SAC, Hopkins
Union, Director of Residential Life,
DSRC and classes of '75, '76, and '77
organized a camp out, which was, held in
Dunning Park. The anticipation of this
event was considerable. It seemed the
most momentous extravazanza the
Student Council has planned in two
years. I cannot remember when the level
of excitement of students has been so
high. Perhaps we were too hopeful,
though, for what might have been a
memorable occassion instead was a dismal
failure.
The first mistalcee made in the

planning of the campout was the
scheduling of the bands. Rodeo Ric,
easily the most impressive group to play
at Hopkins since Ocean Rose, started
playing at about 5:30 to a small crowd.
They continued until 8 pm, followed
shortly by the perrenial team of Dennis
Perman and Mitch Clarvit.- I find it hard
to ascertain why Rodeo Rick, who played
a good deal of electric music, was not
given a later time slot. People were
disappointed that there was no dancing at
the camp out, something which would
have certainly occurred if Rodeo Rick had

been playing after the folk music of
Perman and Clarvit. Also, it is probable
that the undersized crowd would have
swelled. As it was, students were going
back and forth from Dunning Park to the
Rathskellar, not especially intrigued by
either. This may not have happened if the
music had been scheduled properly.

Temporary Like Achilles
The early showing of the movies also

seemed inappropriate. It would have been
more practical to begin the films at about
2 am., after people were tired and ready
to sit down and stay relatively quiet.
Movies are great to crash by, but as a
main activity they don't make it. As a
friend said to me, "Man, midnight is still
late afternoon, I'm just startin' to roll
about then." Indeed. After the music was
over, countless students fled to the
Rathskellar where things were still
moving. The films were simply shown too
early.

Zimmerman Sez
However, back to Dylan's words. The

major problem of the campout, as well as
most other Student Council functions,
was the absence of the young people of
Baltimore. If the community, of which
Hopkins is a part was accurately
represented, the party could have been a
huge success. Interaction with Baltimore
residents is needed at Hopkins, it should
not be discouraged.
Homewood stinks of elitism, it is

hopelessly immersed in its academic
glory. Students on campus parade around
in Hopkins shirts, sweat shirts and
jackets, as if they're afraid a visitor to the
campus won't realize that they belong to

THE STUDENT COUNCIL COUNCIL SELECTIONS
COMMITTEE will be conducting interviews for the
following committees on Monday, October 21 and
Tuesday, Oct. 22:

Student Council Health Committee -
5 members

New Student Council Commuter Committee -
5 commuting members

Student Council Housing Committee -
5 members

Student Council Financial Aid Committee -
5 members

Student Council Issues Committee -
5 members

Shriver Hall Concert Series - 2 members

• INN NEI INN INN EN SIN I=1 MIN ====== INN NM IINI INN NM INB ON EN IMII

Each committee will generate important
policy for the- forthcomming year in its respective field.

All candidates are required to attend, on
Monday, October 21 at 6:15 p.m. in the Student Council
office. If unable to attend, or for information, call Andy
Fredman at 889-0935 or Andy Savitz at extension 756.

the elite. Last year, before a mixer at
Goucher, I remember that two Hopkins
freshmen made sure they had their
Hopkins windbreakers with them. They
didn't want to be mistaken for Loyola
students. Ridiculous. no`?

Obviously One Believer
Hopkins has an image among young

people in Baltimore that must be
dispelled. The University is looked upon
as an isolated playground for the rich.
And while this, of course, is not entirely
justifiable,' the image remains. I know a
gas station attendent on York Road, who
studies at Towson State, and he has yet
to come to the Homewood campus. I
asked for his reasons and he said, "Oh
man, I don't want any chick shooting
physics problems at me while I'm trying
to have a good time. Everyone at Hopkins
.always studies. And they all think that
they're hot shit." While this too, is not
always true, it indicated a general feeling
towards Hopkins by people who ard the
same age as those who study here.

Drifter's Escape
A few weeks ago, r was in Mother

Lode's Wild Cherry on Greenmount
Avenue. Although the club was packed,
my two friends and I were the only
Hopkins students that we knew of there.
Doubtless that a few students do go to
Mother Lode's, but why not more? They
always have bands and large crowds,
something which a sizeable percentage of
the student body at Hopkins craves for.
In any case, someone I met there pegged
me as a Hopkins student. When I asked
him how he knew that dark secret, he
said he could tell by the sweater, pants,

and shoes I was wearing. And although he
was friendly, he was noticeably guarded
in his conversation. Attitudes have to be
changed, the Hopkins student should not
be alienated from the infinite resources of
Baltimore.

.Sooner Or Later
It amazes me that students at Hopkins

and Goucher dismiss Baltimore as the
lowest of all cities. People who never go
into the city attack it unmercifully.
Complaining about Baltimore is
continuous, it's something to talk about.
It is hard to accept this criticism from
people whose lives are governed wholly
by Homewood. Perhaps it's the silver
spoon in the mouth so common to
students here that forces them to put
forth such invalid condemnation. Being
born into fortunate circumstances does
not make a person superior, it simply
means that lie was born into fortunate
circumstances.

Crawl Out Your Window
The point I'm trying to make is not

new. Students from Hopkins have been
spitting on Baltimore and its residents for
years. So much so, that the school now
has a distinct and noisome reputation
with many outside the campus. The
Student Council and similar organizations
can help alleviate this image by inviting
young people from the area to its parties
and dances. Also, more students should
frequent the numerous entertainment
centers in Baltimore. When the
polarization between the students of
Hopkins and Baltimore residents is
vanquished, the possibility of purposeful
interaction will be achieved.

V
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The smiling Mahavishnu and the Spiritual Sky

By D. H. WARREN

I don't know who Newton H. White

was, but they built an unbelievable place

in his name. The facilities which are qui
te

comprehensive, would well serve a scho
ol

almost twice our size. Besides all the

jockanalia, Mahavishnu played there.

Now that is ridiculous to start w
ith.

Since when does John McLaughlin and

the Mahavishnu Orchestra play for less

than 2000 people? In the age of 
the

football game crowd concert, chalk 
up

another rare event for JHU.

Of course, it wasn't all joy and glory

from the very start. We had our ears

desecrated by Duke William and the

Extremes. At first I was convinced tha
t

the group was a brilliant piece of sat
ire

someone had thought up. But then I

began to realize that they were serious
.

What disgusted me even more was t
he

realization that they will make it. One

year from now, screaming hordes of

14.year-olds will be paying two-digit sums

to see Duke Williams and the Extremes.

Ugh.
After the longest 45 minutes of my life

(and my only question is, "Why?"), Duke

and company left. I had been yelling,

"Go home!" for the last 44 minutes.

One half hour later, John McLaughlin

appeared and begged a minute of silence

from us, so that he and the group could

give their "very best." (I could have

murdered the son of a bitch who belched,

but it didn't phase McLaughlin. As I

watched him throughout the concert, he

seemed to say, "Why bother to get

uptight.")
They opened with a faint cymbal roll

which grew with the utmost precision

until the entire group was literally

vibrating, not to mention the rest of us.

This phenomenon occurred more than

once again in the course of the evening.

I can not begin to describe the music.

All I remember is a great intensity. It was

experience with the motion of sound. I

4,\110,
Jean Luc-Ponty and John McLaughli

n

rib or •• so go dm gm s• •••• imp al •• o• •• • ••

SEN.
.EUGENE .
mcCARTErl

8:00pm

free
admission

believe certain members of our society

would have labeled it, "A trip, man."

Jean-Luc Ponty left no spaces in Jerry

Goodman's shoes. His interplay and

exchanges with McLaughlin showed

tremendous rapport between the two

men. Ponty's first solo was a mastery of

control. For he could have taken the

electrical "noises" and thrown them out

at us as a sort of RND function, and we

probably would have been impressed.

Monsieur Ponty, however, went farther.

He created solid composition. Believe ine.

I was more than impressed. I was aware.

I am at fault for not being able to

catch any more names, but I'll praise

their performances. Whoever that

drummer is, Billy Cobham need not

return. "Precision" and "speed" are now

whole new words for my vocabulary.

Somebody said the bass player was

only 17 years old. That makes me feel old

and stupid. As a matter of fact, all of

those "youngsters" who provided the

base for McLaughlin's complex

superstructure, and that is what his music

is, were very talented people.

For the ignorant, I will mention in

passing that John McLaughlin played his

guitar with speed and fluidity that was a

little scary. Just watch the fingers. Like

everyone in the Mahavishnu Orchestra,.

they move too fast.
Nevertheless, as one friend put it, none

of this would have been possible without

Hendrix. But that's a whole 'nother

article.

Tues., Oct. 22

11-1 AIILIIL
Sponsored by an ad hoc commit

tee comprised of the following:

Center for Metropolitan Planning
 and Research

Office of the Dean of Students

Office of Academic Programs

Graduate Students Organization

Office of Special Events

Office of the Chaplain
Students Activities Council
Class of 1976
Class of 1977
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Mahavishnu John McLaughlin
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Footballers trod Trenton turf in Saturday match
The Hopkins football team

will travel to Trenton, New
Jersey on Saturday for their first
and only meeting ever with the
Lions of Trenton STate College.
In attempting to improve their
1-1-1 record, the Blue Jays will
be challenging an opponent very
similar to the one they met last
week, Ursinus College. Like
Ursinus, Trenton State boasts a
big, strong, physical team. For
the second week in a row the
Blue Jays will playing a "David"
role against their larger
competitors.

Lions

Offensively, the Lions (1-3-1)
like to utilize their strengths:
their size and their power, by
using a "Woody Hayes--Ohio
State—type" offense. This
features a lot of hard,
straight-ahead, power-running by
the fullback. However they also
have the ability to diversify if the
defense stops them on the
ground. Their quarterback is an
excellent passer. He is, in fact,
one of the best passers that the
Blue Jays will see all season. He is
complemented by a fine, talented
corps of receivers, giving the
Garden Staters a potent,
balanced attack.

Hopkins
Hopkins is recovering from a

rash of injuries which forced
various changes, especially in the

Harriers rebound;

Blue Jay defense. However, the
Jays showed the mark of a good
team with their ability to have
reserves come in and replace
injured starters with very

NEVUS-LETTER

to play in Ron Hall's outside
linebacker post since Hall is out
for the season with a knee injury.
Franz Wittelsberger will return to
his inside linebacker post,

of experience at all the key
scoring positions. As these
players gain experience, the
offensive unit will gradually
improve.

sports
creditable performances.
Defensive tackle Willie Oliver,
still bothered by a
hyperextended elbow, will
probably sit out the game. His
replacement, sophomore Dave
Gorby played very well against
Ursinus. This is a sort of
homecoming for Corby who hails
from nearby Bordentown, N.J.
Jack Deckelbaum will continue

St rengthening the Jays inside
defenses against the Lions tough
inside running game.

Up
On offense, the only injury is

to flanker Tom Cirillo who is
capable replaced by freshman
Chris Devlin. The offense has
improved each game and that
should ontinue. The Jays opened
up the season with a genuine lack

"It should be a hard-fought
game between two pretty evenly
matched teams," said Coach
Dennis Cox. "We're slowly
getting over our inexperience and
the more we play, the more I'm
sure we'll improve, especially the
offense. We've been working hard
in practice to reduce our
mistakes and to capitalize on our
scoring opportunities. Overall it

should be a good, tough, exciting
contest."

When the football schedule
was originally made up, five years
ago. Saturday's date was
scheduled to be a home game
against Haverford College.
However, since then, Haverford
has dropped football from its
roster of intercollegieate
athletics. This, of course, forced

a change in the Hopkins
schedule. Last season, to fill the
open date, the Blue Jays picked
up a game with Washington,
Teachers College. This 'season,
the only school with a
corresponding open date was
Trenton State. Since they had
even fewer home games
scheduled than Hopkins had,
they agreed to play the game if it
was held at the Lions home field.
This accounts for the paucity of
home contests for this year's
Homewood eleven.

Soccer team plays under lights tomorrow
By JOHN BLOOMENTHAL
The Blue Jays will face the

Garnet of Swathinore in
conference action tomorrow
night on Homewood field. Game
time will be 8 pm.
The Swathmore contest will

mark the first time in Hopkins

Defeat WM, 22-34
The Hopkins Cross-country

yeam rebounded from a weekend
set-back to handily defeat
Western Maryland 22--34
Tuesday at Hopkins. The Blue
Jays swept four of the top five
places with Steve Vaughn of W.
Md. getting 2nd.
Co-Captain Jeff Greve won his

second race in a row on home
course with his best time of the
year, 31:22. He led from before
the mile mark, and was never
challenged winning by almost a
minute. If this race is any
indication, he could be ready to
pull away from most MAC
competitors.
Co-Captain John Tetzlaff was

the 2nd Hopkins finisher, taking
3rd in the "Day of the Captain."

Freshman Bob Alworth and
Senior Jon Higdon were 4th and
5th in the race, only a second
apart. Higdon again had his best
time over the course.
Randy Safier finally broke

into the Hopkins top five

Wilson-Wood
Gildersleeve
Jennings
Vincent-Willard
Royce-Silv.-Lazear
Clark
Griffin
Hollandar
McCoy

finishing 9th in 34:36. He and
John Sakowicz (35:07) both beat
the 5th W. Md. finisher.

Real
The real enemy for the visitors

was the tough Hopkins course.
Senior Higdon said: "They just
melted on our hills." Senior
Tetzlaff expressed the joy in
inflicting the new course on
Western Maryland after having to
run on their ridiculous maze two
year ago. It was really not their
day, as Paul Schlitz 4th for W.
Md. was attacked by a dog four
miles into the race.

Good
Good performances were

turned by freshman Dan
Berlowitz, Sean O'Brien, Jeff
Higdon, and Senior Steve
Rothwell.
The team travels to Haverford

Saturday to face a time they
defeated easily in the 1973
season. The team could really use
the win to improve their 5--3
record.

sport's history that a Blue Jay
soccer team has played under the
lights. Varsity Coach Robert
Oliver is more than enthusiastic
about the event and is hoping for
a large turnout. In that vein he
has been hard on the promotion
trail, and it is expected that a
large pot tion of the local soccer
talent will come out to witness
the occasion.
The Garnet promise to be

quite a challenge. They have
beaten last year's division
champions Washington College
3-0. To Lehigh they have
administered a 4-0 thrashing.

Their victims include, moreover,
the potent Mulenberg Mules, a
squad with a two year 23-4-2
record, whom they defeated by a
score of 2-1. The Garnet's only
loss has been to Princeton at
Princeton. The score was 2-0.
Of seven seniors on the

Swathmore squad, the Garnet are
led by center lineman Mac
Todman. Todman scored two
goals in each' of the Washington
and Lehigh games. According to
Coach Oliver, he is a talented,
"extremely quick" adversary
who is capable of inciting quite a
panic in the heart of the

opposing coach. Says Oliver,
"We've got to stop him
[Todman] if we are to win."

Toward that objective, Oliver
reports that he has made some
realignments in his offensive
stategy. In addition he has taken
advantage of every opportunity
offered since the Dickinson
contest to give the squad some
night practice. The team
sharpened its skills under the
lights on Monday, Wednesday,
and Thursday past. Oliver is not
sure whether this will or will not
prove an advantage, "but if it is
one, we're taking every one we
can get."

Orioles' Baltimore future unsure

bia standings
DORMS

1_3
1_3_1
/-3

1-3-1
0-3-1

By ROBERT ROSENWASSER
The funny thing about rumors

is they almost certainly turn out
to be true. Last spring, it was
rumored that the Orioles would
pack up from Memorial Stadium
and venture to Washington where
the defunct Senators once
played. This theory was devised
when it was learned that about
20 of the Oriole home games
would be televised in the D.C.
area. It was even speculated that
the Birds would even play some
of their games in D.C. This move
would serve to test the water for
a D.C. sponsorship of the
Baltimore franchise. Besides, the
Orioles are well received in our
nation's capital.

Yours
Fortunately, the Birds did not
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make such a move. But
unfortunately, the talk of
uplifting the Orioles is still very
much alive. No longer is tide
contemplated move referred to as
rumor. With every passing day,
the rumor becomes more factual.
But instead of D.C. as the new
home of the Orioles, the city of
New Orleans is popping up as a
prospective site.
The answer to the question of

why the Orioles would make
such a move is simple. The Birds
are in a financial squeeze. The

Orioles pay a six figure sum for
the use of Memorial Staduim.
Unfortunately, the Oriole season
attendance is only a six figure
number, hovering very close to a
in What this means is
simply this: the Orioles do not
draw well enough in Baltimore to
support the franchise. This is a
most discouraging situation for
Oriole fans in Baltimore. Some of
the finest baseball played in the
major leagues is played right here
in this city. Many fans would be
mightily unhappy to sec the
Birds go.
To compound this problem, it

seems as though sonic politics
and big money interests are
involved in attempting to keep
the Birds here. The illustrious
mayor of Baltimore, Donald
Shac fer, has appointed a
commission to look into any
possible solution to the Orioles

current plight. The owners of the
club are talking move, especially
a move to New Orleans where a
brand new multi-million dollar
indoor sports complex is being
constructed. The mayor would
like to see that this does not.
happen. Neither would a lot of
people. But it seems as though
the mayor has a more selfish
interest in the matter. This being
the erection of a multi-million
sports arena in the downtown
area.

If the Birds are lost, this will
be an indication of Baltimore's
inability to support a major
league professional team.
Without this support the
proposed sports complex for the
downtown would be thwarted.
When the Bullets left for the
Maryland suburbs, it was already
an indication of this fact.

If the Orioles leave, it will be
quite a long time before any
promoter would select Baltimore
for a location of a sports team.
This would leave the mayor with
nothing to build a sports
complex downtown for. It would
also cause the city of Baltimore
to lose the only thing its known
for. good baseball. Let's hope
that the commission will be able
to keep the Orioles in Baltimore
for reasons other than keeping
alive the prospect of large
construction contracts for big
business.


